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IMAGE SKINCARE
IN THE CLEAR
PROTOCOL

What better way to keep your skin balanced and pure than treating yourself to an IMAGE facial? If you’re 
feeling the effects of environmental stress or fatigue and experiencing breakouts and blemishes, we have the 
answer to keep your skin IN THE CLEAR!

The pH-balanced ORMEDIC® balancing facial cleanser and CLEAR CELL® medicated acne masque work 
to foam away and draw out impurities. CLEAR CELL restoring serum restores balance to the skin before 
PREVENTION+® daily matte moisturizer SPF 32 protects and hydrates, leaving a shine-free finish. 

THE LINEUP:

ORMEDIC balancing facial cleanser: A mild, refreshing gel cleanser that gently foams away 
impurities, leaving skin soft, hydrated and clean.

CLEAR CELL medicated acne masque: A fast-acting AHA/BHA blended clay masque that draws out 
excess oil and impurities to leave skin soft, fresh and mattified.

CLEAR CELL restoring serum: A lightweight, oil-free serum that soothes, adds hydration and 
promotes balance.

PREVENTION+ daily matte moisturizer SPF 32: A sheer, mattifying SPF 32 moisturizer that absorbs 
surface oil for a shine-free finish.

THE EXPERIENCE:

1.  Cleanse: Apply a liberal amount of ORMEDIC balancing facial cleanser to wet hands and rub   
   hands together to achieve a light foam. Cleanse the face for 1 minute and rinse with tepid water.

2.  Steam (optional): If you do not have a home steamer, no problem! Try the following: Boil water  
   in the kitchen (add a few drops of your favorite essential oil if you have one) or run very hot water  
   in the bathroom sink. Place a towel over your head to capture the steam. Take nice deep breaths  
   as you allow the steam to open your pores and soften your skin. Steam for 5 – 10 minutes.

3.  Masque: Apply a thick layer of CLEAR CELL medicated acne masque to cleansed skin and leave  
   on for 10 – 20 minutes. If you have cotton rounds, wet two with cold water and rest one each   
   on  your eyes. Take this time to breathe and de-stress. When you are ready to remove the masque,  
   soak a hand towel in warm water and place over your entire face. Gently press on the skin.   
   Remove the masque and rinse with tepid water.

4. Restore: Apply a liberal amount of CLEAR CELL restoring serum to entire face, patting gently into  
   the skin.

4. Protect: Apply a liberal amount of PREVENTION+ daily matte moisturizer SPF 32 and massage,  
   then gently press, into the skin. 

Now that your skin is clear, take some time to clear your head as well! Pick up your favorite book, jot your 
thoughts down in a journal or spend some time practicing meditation.
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